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There are currently two approaches to the serological diagnosis of syphilis: the traditional and reverse sequence algorithms.  In 
the present study, the Oklahoma State Department of Health (DOH)  used  an all-comers population (n=1000) to compare 

their current syphilis testing scheme using RPR (traditional algorithm) with the reverse sequence algorithm using the Lumipulse G 
TP-N assay. The labor efficiencies of the Lumipulse G TP-N assay were also compared to RPR. The traditional algorithm used RPR 
for the initial test, with positive results confirmed using SERODIA® TP·PA. The reverse sequence algorithm used Lumipulse G TP-N 
for the initial test, with positive results confirmed using RPR.  If discordant results were observed, the specimens were tested with a 
second confirmatory treponemal test (SERODIA TP·PA). In addition, total hands-on time, defined as the amount of physical labor 
time performed by a technician and required to run each assay was recorded via a digital timing device. The positive and negative 
percent agreements (PPA, NPA) of the traditional algorithm to the reverse algorithm were 97.5% and 99.1%, respectively. Sub-
analysis comparing RPR and Lumipulse demonstrated PPA and NPA of 86.7% and 99.0%.  Further, additional analysis of RPR to 
SERODIA TP·PA yielded a PPA of 81.6% and a NPA of 16.0%.  Finally, a comparison of Lumipulse to SERODIA TP·PA yielded a PPA 
of 98.0% and a NPA of 83.3%.  The workflow efficiencies of the Lumipulse G TP-N assay and RPR were evaluated.  The Lumipulse 
assay required 22 minutes of hands-on time vs. 65 minutes of hands-on time for RPR when processing 100 samples.  The present study 
revealed that 1) the two syphilis testing algorithms (i.e. traditional, reverse) provide comparable results when testing an all-comers 
patient population from the Oklahoma DOH, and 2) the Lumipulse G TP-N assay improved syphilis testing workflow efficiency.
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